Safety Committee Meeting Agenda

Tuesday 4.18.2019 @ 3:30  District Office Conference Room

Last Meeting Follow-up

Old Business

1. HS Flex time - need to have better emergency plans. HS building staff. Students brought up suggestions of ipads for check in/out for seniors also check in/out of breakout spaces. HS admin - reach out to Centennial HS and see what their flex emergency plan looks like.

2. CHO person - perhaps maybe the interim principal can designate. HS admin to designate a CHO for the district.

3. ALC art room - hood vert is the acceptable remedy for the scent issue. Other than not using such strong scents. Possible re-use of V-100 system at ALC? They are trying out a science hood vent.

4. Radios - The Maintenance Dept is purchasing new radios - this will provide some hand me down radios for other locations. BW not waiting for this and buying their own. Approx. 18 additional radios for DW use. Get numbers from bldg principals this summer.

New Business

1. HS Flex - do we have recommendations for HS admin staff? Invite interim principal to meet in the fall?

2. 4/20 anniversary of Columbine- awareness of dates of past incidents. Our awareness was well received by law enforcement.

3. New BW office - focus on securing the front entry.

4. Other concerns around the district - Look into meeting during the day for better meeting attendance. Michael O'Keefe to get a list of MS doors to alarm on door props. Upcoming Mock-Crash at NHS.
Next Meeting Agenda Items 5/21/19